Karrie and Steph’s Amazing Booktalk – April 6, 2018 – Karrie’s Books
Flight Attendant by Chris Bohjalian
Cassie Bowden is used to waking up in strange
hotels, lying next to strange men, after being black
out drunk the night before. She is not used to
waking up next to dead men.

White Houses by Amy Bloom
The fictional story of Lorena “Hick” Hickock and
Eleanor Roosevelt. After meeting while FDR is a
Governor, they become fast friends. And more!

The Alice Network by Kate Quinn
In 1915, Eve Gardiner joins The Great War as a spy.
She meets, and is trained by Lili, code name Alice,
who runs a large female spy ring. Thirty years later,
Eve is hired by Charlie St. Claire for a mission that
uncovers all the secrets of the past.

Where’d You Go, Bernadette? by Maria Semple
Bernadette Fox is a misunderstood genius. Uprooted
to live in Seattle with her tech-guru husband, she
doesn’t fit in with the neighbood ladies, the school
moms, and sometimes even her family. So she runs
away!

Aretmis by Andy Weir
Life on Artemis, the first and only city on the moon, is
tough if you're not a rich tourist or an eccentric
billionaire. So Jazz Bashara has turned to a life of
petty smuggling. But now she’s been offered a much
tougher job, with a much higher payout.

The Tilted World by
Tom Franklin & Beth Ann Fennelly
While out investigating the disappearance of two FBI
agents, Ted Ingersoll comes upon an abandoned baby.
Determined to find a loving home for him, he leaves
the baby with sweet Dixie Clay Holliver. Who just so
happens to be the tied to the missing agents.

Our Souls at Night by Kent Haruf
Addie Moore and Louis Waters show us the pains of
loneliness, the benefits of friendship, and how
important it is to make yourself happy despite what
others may think.

Uncommon Type by Tom Hanks
Seventeen short stories.

4 3 2 1 by Paul Auster

Little Fires Everywhere by Celeste Ng

Archibald Isaac Ferguson is born March 3rd 1947 to
Rose and Stanley Ferguson. And like all of us, his
life could take any path. Here are four of them.

There are rules in Shaker Heights Ohio, and everyone
knows them and everyone follows them. Until singlemother Mia Warren moves to town with her daughter
Pearl.

Karrie and Steph’s Amazing Booktalk – April 6, 2018 – Steph’s Books
The Woman in the Window by A.J. Finn
Anna Fox is a child psychologist with agoraphobia,
unable to step outside her NY apartment. This
becomes an even bigger problem when she witnesses a
violent act in the apartment across the way.

The Last Place You Look by Kristen Lepionka
PI Roxane Weary, still reeling from the death of her cop
father, agrees to look into the case of a young man on
death row. When she finds a link between the murder
and one of her father’s unsolved cases, she starts to
believe the wrong man might be sitting on death row.

Sing, Unburied, Sing by Jesmyn Ward

Force of Nature by Jane Harper

Jojo and his little sister Kayla are raised by their
grandparents while their drug addicted mother is
in and out of their lives.

Five colleagues leave on a mandatory corporate
retreat in the isolated bushland, but only four come
back. Harper follows up The Dry with another
investigation for Federal Agent Aaron Falk.

Killers of the Flower Moon by David Grann
One of the newly formed FBI’s first major
homicide investigations was into the deaths of
scores of Osage Indians in the 1920’s. Grann
explores the history with the help of some of the
people who were most affected by that unchecked
prejudice, violence and greed.
Exit West by Mohsin Hamid
A rumor spreads of the existence of secret doors
throughout the city that take one from this war-torn
place to another country. Exit West conveys the
refugee experience through the romance of Saeed and
Nadia, who dare to walk thru one of those doors.

The Monk of Mokha by Dave Eggers
Biography of Mokhtar Alkhanshali, a YemeniAmerican who endeavored to “resurrect the art of
Yemeni coffee and restore it to prominence
throughout the world.”
Ordinary Grace by William Kent Krueger
The summer of Frank Drum’s 13th year is marked
by death – an accident, a murder, a suicide - and
young Frank is suddenly dealing with the heavy
knowledge of the more adult issues of betrayal,
cruelty and even grace.

Rabbit Cake by Annie Hartnett
12 year-old Elvis Babbitt knows a lot of facts.
What she doesn’t know how is to handle the
recent death of her mom, or a sister who now
sleep eats and a dad who has taken to wearing her
mom’s silk robe around the house…

The Story of Arthur Truluv by Elizabeth Berg
Three people who’ve recently lost loved ones find an
unexpected way forward together.

